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Condensed matter physics at low
temperature and density

• Ultracold dilute atomic gases allow for a new window into
quantum physics
– Ultracold: ability to examine genuine quantum effects
– Dilute:

• Weak interactions, long scattering times, NE statistical mechanics
• Often, if density is too great, quantum degeneracy is pre-empted by

“normal” phase transitions to liquid or solid state

– Exploit the precision offered by atomic spectroscopy
(for internal degrees of freedom)

Goals: to extend quantum coherent phenomena at a more macroscopiGoals: to extend quantum coherent phenomena at a more macroscopicc
scale and to understand at a more fundamental level (scale and to understand at a more fundamental level (i.e.i.e. in a simpler way)in a simpler way)
several condensed matter physics phenomenaseveral condensed matter physics phenomena
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Macroscopic quantum coherence and superfluity in a Bose-condensed gas
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Fermi gases have to be considered as HTc superfluids
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A strongly interacting Fermi gas in the BEC-BCS
crossover is a superfluid

B = 875 G
1/kF a = -0.5

B = 812 G
1/kFa = 0.35 BF = 834.15 G

quantum phase transitions in optical lattices, exotic superfluid states
(LOFF, breached pairing),supersolid states, quantum simulations
of model Hamiltonians,all typically require deeper Fermi degeneracy
than the one currently available

BUT
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• Intrinsic difficulties in cooling fermions
Evaporative cooling relies on rethermalizing (elastic) collisions

– No s-wave scattering allowed if in the same hyperfine state
(Pauli principle)

– At low temperatures, p-wave scattering is strongly suppressed
– Pauli blocking effects manifest near T=TF, inhibiting scattering

of different states as well
– Dual evaporative cooling decreases both NF AND TF

This issue is mitigated by using a Bose gas as a buffer/coolant
(sympathetic cooling)
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Fermi-Bose mixtures
-- 33HeHe--44He      (Amsterdam)He      (Amsterdam)
-- 66LiLi--77Li          (Rice, ENS)Li          (Rice, ENS)
-- 66LiLi--2323Na       (MIT)Na       (MIT)
-- 4040KK--3939K(K(4141K) (LENS)K) (LENS)
-- 4040KK--8787Rb      (LENS, JILA, ETH)Rb      (LENS, JILA, ETH)
-- 66LiLi--8787Rb       (Rb       (TTüübingen,Vancouver,Berkeleybingen,Vancouver,Berkeley))
-- 66LiLi--133133Cs      (Heidelberg)Cs      (Heidelberg)
-- 8484RbRb--8787Rb    (LANL)Rb    (LANL)
-- 66LiLi--174174Yb      (Yb      (Kyoto,SeattleKyoto,Seattle))
-- 171171YbYb--8787Rb   (DRb   (Düüsseldorf)sseldorf)
-- 173173YbYb--174174Yb  (Kyoto)Yb  (Kyoto)

Fermi gases are sympathetically cooled at T/TF= 0.03–0.2
since a decade, no further progress
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(Ultimate) Limits of sympathetic cooling
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Heat capacity matching between the Bose coolant and the Fermi gaHeat capacity matching between the Bose coolant and the Fermi gass
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10NB: in LiNB: in Li--RbRb experiment atexperiment at TubingenTubingen not evident if the two speciesnot evident if the two species thermalizethermalize
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The basic idea is to shift the crossover between fermionic and
bosonic heat capacities as much as possible on the left side:
increase Fermi temperature, decrease BEC temperature, and/or both

This is aThis is a physicalphysical limitation, which can be mitigated with various trickslimitation, which can be mitigated with various tricks
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The trapping ratio can be made smaller by using a light Fermi
species, and a heavy Bose species

From this point of view theFrom this point of view the
LiLi--Cs or LiCs or Li--YbYb mixtures seemmixtures seem
optimaloptimal

Even within the same species,Even within the same species,
different hyperfine states candifferent hyperfine states can
make a differencemake a difference
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Trick # 1: proper choice of atomic species and hyperfine states
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• Bichromatic trap, both single or crossed configuration
• One confining beam for both species (red-detuned)
• One beam deconfining for the bosonic species (blue-detuned)
• The alignment of the beams may be critical/challenging

Trick # 2: independent trapping of the two atomic species

Li with D2 line at 671 nm,Li with D2 line at 671 nm,
Na with D2 line at 589 nm,Na with D2 line at 589 nm,
Confining laser at 1064 nm,Confining laser at 1064 nm,
DeconfiningDeconfining laser at 532 nmlaser at 532 nm

R.O. and C. Presilla, PRL 89, 100401 (2002); J. Stat. Phys. 115, 57 (2004)
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TrappingTrapping
frequencyfrequency
ratioratio

Laser power ratioLaser power ratio

Trapping frequency ratios aroundTrapping frequency ratios around
10 are feasible, higher values10 are feasible, higher values
limited by laser power stabilitylimited by laser power stability

Similar setting for Li (671 nm)Similar setting for Li (671 nm)
RbRb (780 nm) with a(780 nm) with a deconfiningdeconfining
laser beam forlaser beam for RbRb with intermediatewith intermediate
wavelengthwavelength
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• Light-assisted
magnetic traps

Feasible also in a magnetic trap by using a single focused beamFeasible also in a magnetic trap by using a single focused beam

Case of aCase of a JoffeJoffe--Pritchard magnetic trap and aPritchard magnetic trap and a deconfiningdeconfining beam bluebeam blue--detuneddetuned
by 5 % with respect to the D2 line of the Bose speciesby 5 % with respect to the D2 line of the Bose species
(B(B00=1 G, B=1 G, B’’=170 G/cm, B=170 G/cm, B””=125 G/cm^2,=125 G/cm^2, =560 nm, 741nm, 808 nm, w=8=560 nm, 741nm, 808 nm, w=8 m)m)

Plugging a focused blue detuned beam in the center of a magneticPlugging a focused blue detuned beam in the center of a magnetic trap is atrap is a
common practice since the earliest work on BEC, but use ofcommon practice since the earliest work on BEC, but use of FeshbachFeshbach
resonances may be precluded.resonances may be precluded.
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Rb is best balance of high mass ratio vs sagging/partial overlap
Gravity sagging quite evident for Cs
[M. Brown-Hayes and R.O., PRA 70, 063614 (2004)]

The three curves within each mixture are relative to different iThe three curves within each mixture are relative to different interspecies scatteringnterspecies scattering
lengths [lengths [--0.5 nm (dashed), 0.0 nm (continuous), 1.0 nm (dot0.5 nm (dashed), 0.0 nm (continuous), 1.0 nm (dot--dashed)]dashed)]

• Absolute elastic scattering of Bose specie large enough for evaporative cooling

• Interspecies scattering length large enough for sympathetic cooling

• For mixtures with large mass difference there is also an issue of relative gravity
sagging at a finite trapping strength, poor spatial overlap will freeze cooling
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•• Fermi hole heating discussed by EddyFermi hole heating discussed by Eddy TimmermansTimmermans for a pure Fermi gasfor a pure Fermi gas
[PRL 87, 240403 (2001)]. It could quickly lead to a fast increa[PRL 87, 240403 (2001)]. It could quickly lead to a fast increase in these in the
temperature of the sample (with initial rate inversely proportitemperature of the sample (with initial rate inversely proportional to T / Tonal to T / TFF))

In the case of aIn the case of a homogeneoushomogeneous
FermiFermi--Bose mixture, the use of BoseBose mixture, the use of Bose
coolers with large mass gives a slowercoolers with large mass gives a slower
dynamics for the heating ratedynamics for the heating rate

In the case of aIn the case of a trapped Fermitrapped Fermi--BoseBose
mixture,mixture, the use of an optimized trappingthe use of an optimized trapping
frequency ratio further mitigates thefrequency ratio further mitigates the
heating rateheating rate

The tradeThe trade--off is that a larger Bose mass and a shallower confinement for toff is that a larger Bose mass and a shallower confinement for thehe
Bose gas can slow down too much theBose gas can slow down too much the thermalizationthermalization processes (evaporative+processes (evaporative+
sympathetic cooling) [R. Cote`, R.O., and E.sympathetic cooling) [R. Cote`, R.O., and E. TimmermansTimmermans, PRA 72, 041605(R) (2005)], PRA 72, 041605(R) (2005)]
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There is no gain in heat capacity matching going from 3D to 2DThere is no gain in heat capacity matching going from 3D to 2D

The cubic dependence of the specific heat for bosons depend on their DOS

Trick # 3: lower dimensionality traps
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In 1 D ideal matching as the heat capacities have identical scalIn 1 D ideal matching as the heat capacities have identical scalinging
Reduced dimensionality cooling may be also viable for optical laReduced dimensionality cooling may be also viable for optical latticesttices
[M. Brown[M. Brown--HayesHayes et alet al., PRA 78, 013617 (2008)]., PRA 78, 013617 (2008)]

Equal number of fermions and bosons, equal mass, 2D traps with frequency ratio
1, 2500, 20000, and 50000
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‘Fast’ adiabatic/frictionless cooling [Chen et al., PRL 104, 063002 (2010)]

Lewis-Riesenfeld invariant if

Design the optimal frequency trajectory which reaches a targeted final frequency
in a time much shorter than the corresponding (truly) adiabatic process

(Ermakov equation)
Boundary conditions on b and its
first and second derivatives at
initial and final times

Polynomial Ansatz for b(t)
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Dotted-dashed ‘quasi-adiabatic’ 400 ms
Continuous ‘fast’ 25 ms
Dashed ‘fast’ 6 ms

Trick # 4: proper control of the trapping frequency
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The role of frictionless cooling (or real adiabatic cooling) has been downplayed
because it does not allow for phase space density increase, no route to degeneracy

In the framework of optimized sympathetic cooling this is precisely what we are
looking for as an ideal coolant!

Important check: transient
temperature increase, which
exceeds the initial temperature
for small times due to an
antitrapping stage (available by
using a bichromatic trap for
instance)

This will limit the minimum
time duration of the process

For 11 ms < tf < 25 ms
T is always smaller than T(0)

Issues if instead tf < 11 ms
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This analysis holds for a truly harmonic trap.
Realistic traps have a finite depth (e.g. ODTs)

Other limitations: overlap between the two species, elastic scattering rate
during expansion of the coolant (to be studied in detail for each mixture)

S. Choi, R.O. & B. Sundaram, PRA 84, 051601(R) (2011)
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It can be shown that frictionless cooling implies squeezed states with minimum
uncertainty product [S. Choi, R.O. & B. Sundaram, PRA 86, 043436 (2012)]
A quasi-adiabatic trajectory does not preserve minimum uncertainty instead

Position variance increases

Momentum variance increases

=0.25
>0.25

Uncertainty product may be used as a figure of merit of fidelityUncertainty product may be used as a figure of merit of fidelity
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Robustness of the protocol with respect to trap frequency jittering
This is an important check especially since for short times the trapping potential
has a repulsive stage, in which the atoms spend a substantial portion of time.

tf = 25 ms

tf = 6 ms

Define a ‘temporal’ density of states
(TDOS) proportional to the time spent
by the system in the frequency interval

],[ 222
EEE d 

Ewhere        is the desired Ermakov
trajectory at a given time

1-dt]/))((d[TDOS 2 tE
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Gaussian noise (SD                   )|)(| 2 tE

Uniform noise (width                   )|)(| 2 tE

Fidelity defined as

||)t(| targetf  

Solid lines: squeezing  (left vert. axis)
Dashed lines: fidelity (right vert. axis)
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Florence: K-Rb (Bose-Bose)
through adiabatic compression
of K in the presence of Rb

CataniCatani et alet al.,.,
PRL 103, 140401 (2009)PRL 103, 140401 (2009)

Experimental statusExperimental status
•Species-selective cooling demonstrated in Florence and DDüüsseldorfsseldorf
•Frictionless cooling demonstrated in Nicecooling demonstrated in Nice

DDüüsseldorfsseldorf : RbRb--YbYb (Bose(Bose--Bose)Bose)
with hybrid trap (with hybrid trap (magnetic+ODTmagnetic+ODT))

BaumerBaumer et alet al.,.,
PRA 83, 040702(R) (2011)PRA 83, 040702(R) (2011)

Yb dominant transition at 399 nm
Two-color optical trap used to
change the Rb trapping frequency
(including complete cancellation of
the ODT potential)
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Nice-Sophia Antipolis:
Demonstration of shortcut
to adiabaticity in ultracold Rb
(thermal & BEC)

A: Linear ramp-down expansion
B: Shortcut to adiabaticity expansion

Both 30 ms duration
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Conclusions
 Discussion of the limits to sympathetic cooling in Fermi-Bose mixtures

 How to avoid morphing into symp(ly p)athetic cooling:
intraspecies and interspecies elastic scattering rates,
trap technical noise sources, gravitational sagging, Fermi hole-heating

 Four techniques to reach lower T/TF

 Focus on frictionless cooling as the ideal strategy:
‘quantum control and reservoir engineering’

 Experimental demonstrations of various aspects already carried out
separately in three different labs, necessary to have all in the same lab

o Bonus of species selective traps: precision thermometry through
a less degenerate (or non-degenerate) Bose gas

o Issue of deeper Fermi degeneracy in optical lattices still open
[see D.C. McKay and B. DeMarco, Rep. Prog. Phys. 74, 054401 (2011)]

Thank you!For KITP people: I’m in room 2114 until 3/2
For the rest of the world: onofrior@gmail.com


